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I. The Study
In the present study the movie Traffic Signal is selected for the 
case study purpose. Traffic Signal is a Bollywood film directed 
by Madhur Bhandarkar, starring Kunal Khemu, Neetu Chandra, 
Ranvir Shorey and Konkona Sen Sharma in the Lead roles. 
Produced by Baldev and Kavita Pushkarna, and written by 
SachinYardi, the film released on 2 February 2007. Bhandarkar 
won National Film Awards in 2007 as Best Director for this film, 
and Anil Moti Ram Palande, the first National Film Award for 
Best Make-up Artist.

II. Background
In India beggars are not an uncommon sight, children with 
innocent faces whose single limb or both chopped off they can 
be seen everywheretapping on car’s windows at traffic signals, 
on pavements of Temple, Gurudwara, Church or Masjid. This 
problem inflated to an extent that even the government have 
officially recognized “beggary” as an industry contributing to 
the country’s national income! Rs.180 Crores (about US $ 3.6 
million) is the annual income of beggars in Mumbai (Bombay), 
a figure given by the Maharashtra State Government itself. 
The kids who should be playing in kindergarten or studying in 
school are made to learn art of begging. They are told the “suitable” 
and the most “rewarding” places to beg. Training is given to 
identify kind and generous people so that they can be approached 
for begging by speaking words to invoke sympathy. 
Mafia In order to sustain their brutal business, do not hesitate to 
use willing doctors to first invalidate totally healthy limbs and then 
hacking them off before pushing the victims back on the streets to 
live off their earnings. According to certain special investigations 
by the media, in countries like India, many well qualified doctors 
are also shamelessly involved in this business and aid the Beggar 
Mafia. 

III. Rationale 
Following are the reasons for the movie ‘Traffic Signal’ to be 
selected as case study: 

Familiar and enjoyable learning methodology.• 
Provides a degree of richness to understanding• 
Helps explore totally different dimension to understand • 
business and CSR
Encourages critical thinking skills• 
Enhance effective decision making• 

IV. The Case
‘KhadiBhaiya was a social activist; he was collecting the crumpled 
national flags lying on the streets nearby a traffic signal of ‘Kelkar’ 
crossroads in the dream city of Mumbai. His heart was crying 
for the mentality of the people who innocently and carelessly 
brought the dishonour to the national flag after the Independence 
Day celebrations. He was thinking, when the people of India will 
have sense of self-association and feeling of respect and pride for 
their own country? 
He recalls in his old memories and thought of the moment when 
he heard a foreigner saying to his Indian friend, “India can never 

get rid of beggary, child laborers, dirt, corruption, pick-picketers, 
pollution and poverty and never achieve ‘LPG’ Liberalization, 
Privatization and Globalization in true sense. At that incident he 
had determined to become humanitarian and social activist and to 
devote his entire life for another freedom movement against social 
curse. Then he started working for an NGO in MUMBAI, India 
and became famous by the name ‘KhadiBhaiya’ because he wears 
‘Khadi (hand made cotton fabric)’ only. He started working for the 
community, which lives on the traffic signals of Mumbai.

A. Meet TSC: Hungry Kya (Are you Hungry)!
As a routine work KhadiBhaiya used to organize ‘samosa (Snacks) 
party’ whenever some onewould come for funding NGO for the 
rehabilitation of Traffic Signal Community(TSC).Their NGO is 
eligible to accept donations from domestic as well as foreign aids 
(Annexure-1).This time also when a donor’s visit was scheduled 
he did the same and invited TSC members to join samosa party.
KhadiBhaiya (in conversation with Donor & his wife in the car) 
– “Our Signal is a representative of all other signals around the 
city. The activity is quite organized. The local coordinator for 
the TSC is a boy known as ‘Silsila’ and his mentor ‘Jaffar’ is the 
money collector of his region, Both of them work for the local 
Mafioso, ‘Haji’. It is Inherent in the social structure where-in a 
nexus lies between the local mafia and politicians, though at that 
level people like ‘Silsila’ are almost non-existent. Every person in 
this community is highly adroit or a trainee in his/her respective 
field.”
As soon as car arrived they were occupied with a mob!

Donor: - “who are they?”

Khadi: - “They belong to traffic signal community for which your 
fund is to be utilized, (turning towards a young man) He is Silsila 
a young orphan, who was born and took his first tiny step at the 
Signal, is now its manager. For him, the Signal is his workplace 
and a home where he lives. He loves all those working at the 
signal, which in a way is his family, but would spare nobody 
when it comes to business.”

Donor:- “Silsila is young & energetic boy then why he is involved 
in begging?”

Khadi:- (Covering his frustration with smile) “I referred him to 
a known garage to be a mechanic.” 

Silsila:- (Body language reveals the negligence):-“ Don’t be crazy, 
you want me to be a poor mechanic?” 

KhadiBhaiya :- “Meet tsunami he has lost his parents in the 
tsunami, he is the victim of corruption in the government’s charity 
work, he is a rag picker and(pointing towards a girl) she is Rani 
and came to the city of dreams with a wish to make some money 
so that, she could go back to her hometown and settle for well. 
Chutki who helps her sister to sell traditional garments that they 
have bought from their hometown in Gujrat.”
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Donor:- “who is the boy standing behind?”

Khadi:- “He is the one I told you earlier, an orphan who sells 
Newspapers on the traffic signals & he is very cautious about 
his dark Indian complexion & spends hard earned money in 
purchasing so called fairness creams.”

Donor’s Wife :- “Khadi didn’t you find anyone to adopt them?”

Khadi :- “I tried number of times but they are not ready to leave 
traffic signal.” After a long pause -“There are various other persons 
in TSC such as mamu, he is one who is a great fine artist who 
draws ‘rangoli(A kind of drawing)’ of god on the streets and 
earns his livelihood by begging and demonstrating his artwork, 
besides these, some are drug addicts while others are Sex Workers 
& gigolos too.”

Donor’s Wife: - “Khadi, call everyone for a group photograph.”

Everybody cheered from the TSC because they knew this is the 
last activity before most waited breakfast for which some are 
starving from last two days.

B. Traffic Signal - A self-proclaimed Industry?
One fine day when Khadibhaiyya was busy in some social activity 
he received a letter from his senior Mr. Prabhu in which he was 
asked to prepare a report on the TSC containing the real life 
situations at traffic signals. 
Khadibhaiyya had prepared a report and the glimpses of his report 
are as follows:
…A world we see every single day at the traffic signals, but forget 
all about it the moment the signal light turns green. When the 
signal goes red, Traffic at signal takes shape of an industry. It is a 
new kind of service industry. The Traffic Signal industry governs 
by traffic signal community…
Begging at traffic signals is one of the saddest sights that visitors to 
India have to endure. But like all systems, these traffic signal junkies 
are part of a system too, the world of organised begging.
Given an average signal time of a minute or so, they have to 
maximize their revenue from all the cars, bikes and rickshaws in 
that time span. So, their first target is the snazzier cars or the ones 
with a foreign tourist inside. Cars driven by drivers are the next 
target (but if its only a driver and believe me, they know a driver 
when they see one, its ignored). If not, they turn their attention 
to the smaller cars. Cabs (like in Mumbai) are also targetted, 
Autos are ignored and a few seconds spent scanning people on 
bikes. In the span of a few seconds they know if they will get 
anything at all.
...The Maharashtra government told the state legislative council 
that beggars in the city earn a whopping approximately Rs 180 
Crore a year and that the number of mendicants had risen from 
20,000 in 1963 to five lakhs at present…
…”It would be difficult to come up with those kinds of figures 
when the begging population in the city keeps changing. There 
are occasional beggars, those who are in the daily wage business 
and take to begging when the going is tough. There are also 
immigrants who come in search of jobs and then take to begging,” 
There are many types of beggers who are formally categorized 
(Annexure-2)
…The beggars have to master the art of begging just as they have 
to master the art of dressing up…
…A woman begs in the name of her husband who is on the death 

bed in a hospital, while her husband is begging in his wife’s 
name on the next street. A pseudo pregnant woman will say that 
her previous child has died, and she needs money for the child’s 
funeral. Her heart-rending appeal fetches good money, yet nobody 
knows if any of her six children has died. An entire family will 
beg saying they lost everything in the floods… 
…Their moment of truth begins when the signal turns green.The 
beggar colonies are breeding grounds for the anti-social elements. 
They live a very unhygienic life, cooking, sleeping, and defecating 
in the same area. In our society most people give to beggars more 
to earn ‘punya’ (divine credits) rather than out of feelings for the 
beggar. It is not uncommon to see a housewife toss a coin through 
a window to the beggar after the husband has chased him away. 
As long as we do not shun this fast track to heaven, no law or 
reform can stop the profession of begging……….
…Forcefully made beggars.
 Alarming Statistics: Mumbai provides shelter to most of Indian 
beggars, as per Maharashtra Government they worth Rs 180 crore 
each year with Rs20-80 daily income. DSSW survey claims 26% 
of then are happy, 81% claimed problem free begging and only 
15% mentioned police and public humiliation.
 The latest controversy in India, where Doctors were caught 
amputating healthy limbs to aid begging has not surprisingly 
created a furor. More than anything else people feel cheated. 
Cheated by the beggars for one and cheated by one of ‘our own’ 
who fell low enough to take money from the beggars and their 
ringmasters? Somewhere this is a hope. ... Our minds are whirring 
furiously - “these beggars are the work of a mafia, the mafia is in 
cahoots with the Doctors who manufacture pity using the surgeon’s 
knife. If the mafia and the Doctors are arrested, the beggars will 
go away to wherever they came from”…
These beggars are usually “employed” by someone (usually a 
small time local thug or police) to whom they have a pay a fee to 
beg at that traffic signal. So, while they are destitutes, etc., many 
of them are not as badly off as they seem nor is it that they don’t 
have other options. This, is simply the easy way out. Play on 
people’s motions and make some money. While it is sad that our 
government, police have not been able to tackle this, on our part, 
we should not give alms to these beggars. Observe the way they 
go about and you can see it is all about economics.
….For these people traffic signal is the most important element 
in their life but as a matter of fact developmental works are going 
around ‘Kelkar’ traffic signal & nearby area where in the TSC 
community lives(i.e. the slums), what will happen tomorrow if 
this TSC comes under the future developmental works?

C. Operations at Traffic Signal: A well organized 
Activity
The trafficsignal is a shelter for all types of legal and illegal 
businesses. There are oddities to the likes of eunuchs, handicapped 
and impaired beggars, lepers, street kids, drug addicts, prostitutes, 
vendors selling flowers, fruits, sunscreens to sunglasses. The traffic 
signal community consists of different type of people working 
at different levels.
…Yet it doesn’t end there. There is an intriguing world lurking 
behind all the poverty seen at these traffic signals. Each signal is 
said to have a manager who collects a certain percentage of the 
day’s revenue (‘hafta’) from each of those working at the signal. 
The pecking order broadens further and each manager is supposed 
to hand over his weekly collection to the person who is in charge of 
the region that covers a dozen or more signals……… The ladder 
is raised in its hierarchy and the collector of each region deposits 
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the money with the local Mafioso, (a local king pin) who then 
ensures that it reaches offshore to his master……….. 
…This community got protection from international, national, 
state and local leaders. The organized activity of this type has 
turned in to a big nexus. Intermingling of this community with 
the antisocial elements has prevented governments and NGOs to 
orient their program of rehabilitation to the concerned community 
members 

Prepared and presented by(KhadiBhaiya) 

KhadiBhaiya mailed his report to the head office, was expecting 
a visit by his seniors and donors at his rehabilitation center.

D. The Construction of Flyover
As KhadiBhaiya anticipated in his report a fly over was going 
to be constructed bypassing various traffic signals including this 
one. Initially this job was difficult, as the government official was 
not giving the permission related to it. Finally approval came into 
picture due to the liaisoning of the Builders & politician with the 
government engineer. As soon as the approval of fly over came 
the municipal removal gang dismantled the traffic signal & the 
slums wherein the people of TSC lived..Every body from the 
TSC looked at the removal work and felt despaired because till 
then they had considered it as the only way to earn lively hood. 
This resulted in a shutdown for this TSC and they are deprived 
of their daily beggary & other business, ultimately for others the 
signal went GREEN forever.

E. The Inspection team’s visit 
KhadiBhaiya made a phone call to H.Q. stating the new incident 
& his boss assured a visit to Mumbai next morning for discussing 
over the findings of report and this new problem.

F. The Challenge Ahead
Next day the report was presented before a committee comprising 
govt. officials, donors, social activists and other officials of the 
NGO for discussing the gravity of the problem. Khadi along with 
all the community members was in dilemma. Khadi wanted to 
utilize this situation to make these people as others & give them 
a respectful social life, but he had foreseen all efforts going into 
vain because he was fighting a two way battle; on the one hand 
with the people of traffic signals wherein the life is altogether a 
different world at traffic signal where people beg and cry –not to 
survive but because it is the easiest and fastest way of survival. 
On the other hand, with the adverse situations in Mumbai wherein 
Doctors amputating healthy limbs to aid begging because mafia 
and politicians are in cahoots with them.

Questions for discussions:

Q.1 In spite of having all the resources NGOs failed to eradicates 
the social curse. Comment.

Q2. Assume that you are KhadiBhaiya, lay a step by step action 
plan for ‘learning to learn’ and social rehabilitation of TSC.

Q3. Is destruction of traffic signal a GREEN signal for the 
rehabilitation process or RED?

Q4. What role an NGO should play in the prevention of anti-social 
elements like mafia and their amalgamation with the TSC, with 

the sole objective of benefiting the weaker section?

Annexure -1

Donors to the Indian NGOs
The US continues to be the biggest donor for Indian NGOs, 
contributing a little less than one-third of the total Rs 10,337 
crore received by various non-profit voluntary organizations in 
2009-10.The latest statistics for the year 2011-12, disclosed by 
the home ministry in Parliament last week, showed that Germany 
took second spot, replacing UK which has traditionally been just 
behind the US in the list of donors in the past several years.The 
ministry’s data showed that the US donated over Rs 3,905 crore to 
NGOs during the period compared to Rs 1,046 crore by Germany, 
Rs 1,038 crore by UK, Rs 583 crore by Italy and Rs 509 crore 
by Netherlands.
Analysis of previous home ministry reports shows that these 
countries have been the top five donors to NGOs for the past 
several years, consistently giving over 50% of the total foreign 
contribution.
 
During 2009-10, the highest Rs 944 crore out of the total Rs 10,337 
crore of foreign contribution went to organizations working in the 
field of rural development followed by Rs 742 crore for welfare 
of children and Rs 630 crore for construction and maintenance 
of schools and colleges. 

“The report of the year 2012-13 is not yet compiled. All 
non-profit voluntary organizations, which are registered 
with the home ministry for receiving foreign funds, have 
been asked to submit their annual return for receipt of 
such contribution by December 31,” an official said. 
The home ministry’s data shows that foreign contributions to 
voluntary organizations have come not just from rich and developed 
countries alone. Countries like Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
Nepal, Zambia, Congo and others have also donated funds to 
different organizations.Disclosing the details in Parliament, the 
ministry said, “The annual return submitted by the associations is 
scrutinized to ensure that recipients of foreign contribution utilize 
the same in accordance with the stated objectives for which the 
foreign contribution is received and the money is not diverted to 
undesirable activities.”

Annexure-2

Types of Beggars
The types of beggars in India may be classified and considered 
under the following categories : (1) The child beggar,(2) The 
physically defective, (3) The mentally defective and mentally 
ill, (4) The diseased, (5) The able-bodied, (6) The religious 
mendicant, (7) The bogus religious mendicant, (8) The tribal 
beggar, (9) The employed beggar, (10) The small-trade beggar, 
(11) The temporarily unemployed who are employable, (12) 
The temporarily unemployed who are unemployable, (13) The 
somewhat permanently unemployed who are employable, (14) The 
permanently unemployed and unemployable, (15) The permanently 
unemployed who are viciously or incorrigiblyunwilling to work.
This is by no muffins an exhaustive or complete list of the types 
of beggars as each broad division implies several subdivisions. 
Nevertheless, it is somewhat helpful inasmuch as gives an idea 
of the complexity of the problem and helps the social worker to 
view the problem in its proper perspective.
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